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The resurgence of the coronavirus in various parts of the world has disrupted many ‘back to normal’ plans. 
The effects of COVID-19 reach beyond just health – including pushing millions into poverty, worsening 
childhood malnutrition, increasing gender inequality, and more. Majority of this is linked to record rates of 
unemployment. While governments and institutions are doing their best to mitigate these issues, it is also 
incumbent upon businesses to do their part.

The first imperative for businesses is to relook at the assumptions about what it means to compete and 
thrive. With rapid changes in context, temporary and permanent, businesses must adapt their offerings 
and business models accordingly. Most important is the need the build resilience and balance that 
with efficiency. Long term strategy should include the plan to withstand potential shocks, as it has a 
disproportionate impact on success. Another priority for businesses to ensure long term growth and success 
would be to keep renewing their advantage. Going beyond catering to the needs of the society and instead 
shaping the context will give businesses significant advantage and help them grow.

The crisis has underlined the need to learn and adapt. Designing an evolvable organization with 
experimentation and flexibility as its pillars will go a long way. An urgency for preemptive change will improve 
an organization’s capacity to change.

It is also important to reinvent traditional structures and processes to combine technological and human 
capabilities. Technologies like AI offers immense potential to transform businesses, but it will require a 
complete overhaul of the way we work.

The pandemic has also brought to the fore, the significance of taking proactive action against social and 
environmental risks. This calls on businesses to embed social impact into corporate strategy and devising 
methods and metrics accordingly. Businesses need to create both societal value and economic value, to 
thrive and to help society progress.

We have some interesting articles in this edition.

In this edition, we are featuring Rasesh Joshi, Vice President, NextHealth Technologies. He talks about the 
lessons he’s learnt from traveling, the challenges he has faced, his passion for STEM and more.

Srinivasan Sundararajan has written, ‘The Rise of Small Data’.

Bargunan Somasundaram has written, ‘The Future of Containers or Containers of the Future?’.

Alex Nepolian Lawrence has written, ‘President Biden’s Cybersecurity Executive Order from The White 
House’.

Rama Vani Periasamy has written, ‘Quality 4.0 - The New Age of Quality’.

Naveen K T has written, ‘Global Microchip Shortage’.

Bindu Vijayan has written, ‘Employee Retention’.

Happy Reading!



“It has been a pleasure to work with GAVS. There are abundant opportunities 
here to grow while delivering value to customers. The delightful support and 
encouragement we receive from the leaders keep us enthused to achieve 
customer expectations and satisfaction.”

Mohammed Jammaluddin  

Note from Balaji Uppili, Chief Customer Success Officer, GAVS
“Joined GAVS recently and has already made a difference to the customer satisfaction levels of all at GAVS
and has handled the remote working situation very well during this Pandemic. A very hands on and proactive 
leader. Truly inspiring.”

“I am delighted to be a part of GAVS’ success stories. I first joined here with 
zero experience but now the learnings I have acquired is adequate to take the 
organization to greater heights. The constant push and room for new ideas 
fostered by teammates and leaders have inspired me to try out things differently 
and it’s a new learning experience each day. I am self-motivated to always go 
forward and contribute to the work I do.” 

Aneeshwar Ravikumar 

Note from Balaji Uppili, Chief Customer Success Officer, GAVS
“Very quick to settle down and understand the needs and his agile way of working has made a huge difference 
to GAVS in hiring substantial people with varied skills for GAVS in the past few months. Recently out of college 
and has already started making a difference.”

“I am glad that I started my career here at GAVS. Deciding to work here was 
one of the best decisions I’ve ever made. It has been an amazing journey so 
far, having had the opportunity to work with some of our leaders. I hope to use 
the skills that I have cultivated here to contribute towards GAVS’ continued 
success.” 

Nitu Singh

Note from Balaji Uppili, Chief Customer Success Officer, GAVS
“True GAVSian and represents GAVS very well to all potential employees of GAVS. She ‘buddy’s’ them and goes 
out of the way especially with leadership hiring. Some of the hiring for key leaders have made a big difference 
to GAVS in recent times.”



Client Speak

Dear All,

It is a great achievement with respect to the CBS program and we are LIVE with CBS Release 1 and we have 
successfully achieved the first milestone of CBS Program journey by the immense and dedicated efforts from 
you all.

First of all, I would like to thank the BSF Management, Mr. Thamer Yousef, Mr. Irfan Bhatti, Mr. Zeeshan 
Khan, Mr. Mohammed Al Thibiti, Mr. Shafiq Al Manameen and Ms. Hala Hathlain for their trust on us, 
continuous support and guidance at critical times, which are the key factors for this success.

Data Migration - Up Stream

I would like to thank Mrs. Haifa Ayuob for her sincere and hard work towards the Data Mapping, Data 
Cleaning Activities, Upstream Data Migration development, SIT and UAT Support, and to her on site team 
members, Mr. Yusuf Rabeek, Mr. Jose Alexander and to the Off Shore team members Mrs. Kalpana, Mr. 
Suresh Ravichandran, Mr. Murali Babu, Mr. Sabreeswar led by Mrs. Jaisri Vijayakumar for their sincere and 
dedicated efforts.

I would like to thank Mr. Mohammed Salavudeen and Mr. Giridharan for their dedicated efforts in the 
Upstream Data Migration Development, Coordination with TCS Migration team, and the dedicated support 
during various stages of Data Migration.

Data Migration – Down Stream & Reconciliation & Building of new ODS

I would like to thank Mr. Ravichandran for his sincere and hard work towards the Down Stream Data 
Migration, Building the new ODS with the TCS BaNCs data model and the Technical Reconciliation , Business 
Reconciliation, Financial Reconciliations and ensuring the DWH Downstream Activities and also to his On Site 



Team Member Mr. Michael  and to his Off Shore team members  Mr. Wafadhar Hussain, Mr Vinodh, Mrs. 
Rekha , Mr. Balamurugan, Mr. Saravana Prabhu led by Mrs. Nirmala Mary for their sincere and dedicated 
efforts.

Data Migration – Data Quality & Reporting

I would like to thank Ms. Nuri Al Otaibi, for her dedicated efforts in implementing the SAP IS Tool for DQ 
Activities, managing the DQ Activities for the CBS , building the Business Reconciliation Reports, new BO 
Reporting layer for the newly developed ODS using the BaNCs Data model and building the required Business 
Reports to her On Site team members Mr. Mohammed Qazi , Mr. Shameem Hyder Ali  led by Mr. Ram 
Mohan and the off shore BO team of Mr. Raja Kuppusamy, Mr. Mohammed Kashif, Mr. Prakash Arumugam, 
Mr. Prem Kumar and Ms. Jai Shankari  and the DQ Team members Mr. Mahesh and Mr. Ashwin for their 
dedicated efforts.

Data Migration – PMO Activities

I would like to thank Mr. Suresh Ramachandran for his dedicated efforts in the offshore Coordination, Status 
Monitoring, Coordination with BCG & TCS, preparing weekly status updates and liaising between BCG and 
Development Team to meet the dead lines.

Once again, thanks everyone for your dedication towards this program and we truly appreciate your sincere 
efforts and we expect the same spirit & dedication in the forth-coming releases of CBS.

Best regards,

Jawahar S Savarimuthu

Head – Data Management & Architecture Department, Banque Saudi Fransi



GAVS at HIMSS21

GAVS exhibited at the HIMSS Global Health Conference & Exhibition 2021, Las Vegas. It is one of the biggest 
health information and technology events of the year, attended by healthcare professionals across the globe 
for education, innovation, and collaboration. GAVS showcased AI as a Service and our AI-based Technology 
Operations Platform, ZIFTM. We had some interesting conversations and connected with Healthcare IT 
leaders.

We also hosted an evening reception for our fellow industry professionals at The Venetian.

GAVS’ CEO, Sumit Ganguli, moderated the CIO Summit at HIMSS21 with eminent Healthcare leaders 
like Scott MacLean, CHCIO, CPHIMS, MBA, SVP/CIO, MedStar Health, Tim Skeen, SVP & CIO, Sentara 
Healthcare, Ryan Smith, VP & CIO, Intermountain Healthcare, on the topic ‘Future of Technology in 
Healthcare.’ The panel discussed the pivotal role of IT in healthcare organizations during the pandemic, 
overcoming unique challenges and the future digital healthcare landscape. Get the insights of the discussion 
here - https://www.healthcareitnews.com/news/intermountain-cio-it-has-never-been-more-relevant-during-
covid-19 

GAVS’ expertise in AI-driven Healthcare use cases include denials management, chronic care management, 
re-admission management, length of stay prediction, and cloud migration & management. GAVS has also 
built a Blockchain-based Data Fabric Framework that could be used for data integrity and traceability in drug 
development and supply chain management.

We have established an Institute for Healthcare AI Technology and partnered with IIT Madras, a few other 
engineering colleges in India, College of Healthcare Information Management Executives (CHIME) to create 
CoEs for AI, Blockchain, Digital Engineering, Data Management, and Analytics.

For more details, please visit us here - https://www.gavstech.com/healthcare/

https://www.healthcareitnews.com/news/intermountain-cio-it-has-never-been-more-relevant-during-covid
https://www.healthcareitnews.com/news/intermountain-cio-it-has-never-been-more-relevant-during-covid
https://www.gavstech.com/healthcare/




Rasesh Joshi
VP – Engineering,
NextHealth Technologies

Introducing Rasesh Joshi,
VP – Engineering, NextHealth 
Technologies

Rasesh Joshi has over 20 years of leadership 
experience in healthcare technology, working for 
a spectrum of companies ranging from startup 
to mature organizations. He enjoys the challenge 
of building innovative products and enabling high 
performing engineering teams utilizing leading 
edge technologies to solve business needs. He is 
extremely familiar with the technology landscape and 
the emerging needs of the payer market. 
Prior to NextHealth, Rasesh served as Director of 
Engineering and Architecture roles at Trizetto (now 
Cognizant) and Invidasys where he was instrumental 
in the architecture of a Software as a Service, 
cloud-based next gen solution with a standards 
based approach to data integration. In his tenure at 
Trizetto and QCSI, he led several key initiatives around 
engineering deliverables for the QNXT product, both 
as an engineering leader and an individual contributor 
with a focus on key integration projects with third 

party products. Rasesh has a global background with 
time spent in Tanzania and India. He has traveled 
extensively across the globe. His passions include 
international travel and learning life lessons from his 
wonderful wife and kids.

1. Tell us something about your childhood. What 
values had been instilled in you that helped you 
excel later in your life?

There is no substitute for hard work. Treat everyone 
with kindness and fairness.

My parents influenced me a lot – my mother was the 
first person from her community in Kenya to attend 
nursing school in the UK. My father built a business 
the old-fashioned way – work hard and work smart.

2. What have been some of the biggest challenges 
in your life and how that has shaped you? OR, 
What’s the most important risk you took and 
why?

The biggest challenge in my life is and was my need 
to excel – this journey is littered with failures.

The biggest risk I took was to not take over the family 
business – I took a chance on me.

3. Could you share with us some interesting 
lessons you’ve learned while travelling?

Travelling has exposed me to people of different 
cultures and beliefs. In the end, we are all human 
beings and what matters are simple concepts like 
family and the ability of humans to connect at a 
personal level.  My travel experiences have taken 
me to remote parts of Africa, North and South India, 
South America, and most of continental US.

4. How did you discover your passion for STEM?

My passion for STEM started at a young age with a 
fascination of outer space. I suspect this was a result 
of flying a lot as child wondering what is up there.
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5. How would you define success?

Peace of mind knowing that I have tried to do my 
best and become the best I can be in my family and 
professional life.

6. How do you continue to grow and develop as a 
leader?

I push myself to lead by example and build consensus 
while keeping my eyes on the prize. I am never 
satisfied with status quo.

7. In your opinion, what is the ideal way to lead in 
a crisis?

Take a hands-on deck approach making sure the team 
is part of the decision-making process.  It is easier to 
motivate teams that understand the mission and are 
aligned on how we get to our common destination.  
It is easier to deal with crisis with a team that is 
supporting you.

8. Looking back on your journey and knowing what 
you know now, what is the one piece of advice 
you would have given yourself along the way?

Make sure that everyone I work with understands 
my intent with absolute clarity.  Do not make 
assumptions – this is a skill I continue to work on.
Also, to ensure that the work I do has a clear path to 
adding significant value. 
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We have been hearing and using the term ‘Big 
Data’ for a while. Though, there could be multiple 
interpretations of it, one common explanation is, Big 
Data represents acquisition, storage, and processing 
of massive quantities of data beyond what traditional 
enterprises used to. Also, the data need not be 
in conformity to any schema, business rules or 
structure.

With the growth of Hyper Scale Cloud Data Platforms, 
the term ‘massive data’ has taken a back seat. 
Because in today’s cloud context any database 
platform can grow to a massive scale. Hence, Big 
Data can now be referred to as unstructured data 
which is not in conformance with enterprise business 
rules, quality constraints and formats.

While the usage of Big Data will continue to grow in 
enterprises to provide more insights to businesses, 
we have spotted a different trend. 

The Rise of Small Data

From Big to Small & Wide Data

In their annual report of “Data And Analytics Trends 
for 2021”, leading analyst firm Gartner has featured 
the trend – “From Big to Small and Wide Data”. 
Gartner further defines that, “Small and wide data, 
as opposed to big data, solves several problems 
for organizations dealing with increasingly complex 
questions on AI and challenges with scarce data use 
cases.”

Gartner predicts that by 2025, 70% of organizations 
will shift their focus from big to small and wide data, 
“providing more context for analytics and making AI 
less data hungry.”

Now the big question is what is Small Data?

What is Small Data?

Emerging trends do not always have a perfect 
definition. Let us analyze various definitions and 
settle for the best.

As per Gartner, “Small data is an approach that 
requires less data but still offers useful insights. 
The approach includes certain time-series analysis 
techniques or few-shot learning, synthetic data, or self-
supervised learning.”

Areas of potential application for small and wide data 
are demand forecasting in retail, real-time behavioral 
and emotional intelligence in customer service 
applied to hyper-personalization, and customer 
experience improvement.

However, based on our point of view, small data 
emphasize on the role of Master Data Management 
within the scope of enterprise. Master Data is key to 

Srinivasan Sundararajan
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the success of AI driven insight. It has more to do 
with smaller sets of cleaned and enriched data than 
huge quantities of data. Wide data is about linking 
of Master Data with additional data that provides a 
360-degree of the view of the subject of interest.

The combination of Master Data along with the 
enriched information available in the form of data 
linkages and 360-degree together could be termed as 
a small and wide data. It makes sense for enterprises 
to concentrate more on small data i.e. MDM and 
wide data i.e. 360-degree views, as part of their data 
management strategy.

Data Fabric As The Foundation 
Platform

Analysts recommend that data fabric is foundational 
to delivering deeper insights and improving the 
customer experience for enterprises. Solutions in 
MDM and CRM are recommended to accelerate the 
time to value curating data for use.

Data fabric, as a data management design concept, 
is a direct response to long-standing data integration 
challenges faced by data and analytics leaders in a 
highly distributed and diverse data landscape.

Since Data Fabric enables support for small data in 
the form of Master Data Management and Wide Data 
in the form of 360-degree views, organizations should 
consider fitment of Data Fabric frameworks as part of 
their enterprise data management strategy.

Master Data Helps with Real 
Time Processing Needs 

As explained from the above trends, the role of 
Master Data Management is crucial for organizations 
from their future data management strategy 
perspective, especially with the shift from Big Data to 
Small and Wide Data. Also, from the existing real-time 
processing perspective Master Data has an important 
role.

Real-time processing deals with streams of data that 
are captured in real-time and processed with minimal 
latency to generate real-time (or near real-time) 
reports or automated responses.

The Kappa Architecture is a software architecture 
used for processing streaming data. The main 
premise behind the Kappa Architecture is that you 
can perform both real-time and batch processing, 

especially for analytics, with a single technology 
stack.

The following diagram gives an overview of the Kappa 
Architecture.

As evident from the architecture, the role of Master 
Data is significant in real-time processing scenarios 
also.

Unstructured big data continues to play a big 
role for enterprise insights. However, even more 
important is to augment the big data processing 
with more meaningful data is subject to data quality 
rules, constraints and de-duplicated in the form of 
Master data. The importance of the Master Data 
Management is evident from the trends that show 
shift from Big Data to Small and Wide Data.

Sources

• https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/
architecture/data-guide/big-data/

• https://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/
gartner-top-10-data-and-analytics-trends-
for-2021/

About the Author

Srini is the Technology Advisor for GAVS. He is currently focused on 
Healthcare Data Management Solutions for  the post-pandemic Healthcare 
era, using the combination of Multi Modal databases, Blockchain and Data 
Mining. The solutions aim at Patient data sharing within  Hospitals as 
well as across Hospitals (Healthcare Interoprability), while bringing more 
trust and transparency into the healthcare process using patient consent 
management, credentialing and zero knowledge proofs.
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“There has never been an unexpectedly short 
debugging period in the history of computers.”
-   Steven Levy

Computer Programming and the art of writing 
algorithms from COBOL to AI/ML/DL has advanced 
a lot in the last decade, but the developers, operators 
and testing teams are still dealing with the tricky 
problem of works-on-my-machine phenomenon. 
When it comes to continuous delivery, works-on-
my-machine is one of the commonest and insidious 
hurdles. The underlying probable cause could be 
from simple version mismatch of system libraries, 
compilers to OS level so on. This phenomenon has 
become so common in the IT landscape that it even 
has a badge.

The Future of Containers or Containers 
of the Future?

Bargunan Somasundaram

Thanks to virtualization and containerization, which 
has reduced it to Zero. This also begets the questions 
- Will Containerization replace the Virtualization? 
Are they counterparts? If not, how do they go hand 
in hand? Let’s dive in to see how they serve different 
purposes.

Virtualization

Virtualization is one of the innovative technologies 
that helps to create useful IT services using 
resources that are traditionally bound to hardware. 
Virtualization’s inception can be traced back to 1960 
by IBM and got traction in the last two decades. 
Virtualization has transformed the way people 
compute.

As server processing power and capacity increased, 
bare metal applications couldn’t exploit the new 
abundance in resources. Thus, VMs were born. 
Virtualization is achieved by running software on top 
of physical servers to emulate a hardware system. 
In short, hypervisor, or a virtual machine monitor, is 
software, firmware, or hardware that creates and runs 
VMs.

Hypervisors can be categorized into two broad types

• Type 1 Hypervisor (also called bare metal or 
native)

• Type 2 Hypervisor (also known as hosted 
hypervisors)
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Containerization

Containerization is a methodology of encapsulating 
and isolating applications and its required 
environment. In simpler terms, Containers are 
next-generation virtualization by packaging the 
application’s code, configurations, and its required 
dependencies.

Containers can handle both stateless and stateful 
applications, although containers do not retain 
session information. Containers offers out-of-the-box 
scalability and high availability by running multiple 
instances of a container image simultaneously and by 
replacing the failed one by spinning the new instance 
in sub-seconds.

Traditional Deployment

Before Virtualization and Containerization, to deploy 
any application, the hardware capacity must be 
expanded. The OS must be installed or should use 
the existing one. Post installing necessary tools, 
dependencies like compilers and interpreters must be 
installed. Finally, the software can be run.

This type of deployment posed umpteen challenges.

1. It takes a long time to expand hardware capacity, 
which in turn increases the capital and operating 
expenditures.

2. Underutilized scaling of resources. 

3. Inability to isolate the faults allows works-on-my-
machine phenomenon to thrive.

To resolve the above limitations, organizations began 
virtualizing physical machines.

Virtualized Deployment

To deploy any software, first the Virtual Machines 
(VMs) have to be produced by virtualizing the 
underlying hardware. Virtualization allows running 
multiple VMs on a single server. The OS can be 

installed in each VM. Post installing necessary tools, 
dependencies like compilers and interpreters must be 
installed. Finally, the application can be run.

Limitations

1. Virtualization can isolate faults at the VM 
level but is unable to isolate the faults at the 
application level.

2. Virtualization allows better utilization of 
resources but in distributed computing if one 
of the VM is overtaxed, it might affect other 
applications running in same VM due to resource 
contention.

3. For distributed computing, quick scalability is still 
a challenge.

4. Virtualization is a little heavy as each VM 
includes a full copy of an operating system, the 
application and its required binaries and libraries 
which takes up more GBs.

Containerized Deployment

To deploy any application in Containers like Docker, 
CRI-O, Containerd etc., post OS installation and the 
respective container engine has to be installed. The 
application can be spun in a docker with orchestrator 
like Kubernetes.
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About the Author

Bargunan is a Big Data Engineer and a programming enthusiast. His passion 
is to share his knowledge by writing his experiences about them. He 
believes, “Gaining knowledge is the first step to wisdom and sharing it is the 
first step to humanity.”

Virtualization vs Containerization

1. Containerization brings works-on-my-machine 
phenomenon down to zero, as containers are 
primarily employed to package an application 
code and its dependencies which makes them 
totally isolated. This feature allows same 
container to travel from Dev to QA to Prod 
without any environmental disparities.

2. Compared to Virtualization, containers are 
lightweight and require fewer resources. Since 
containers are process-isolated and doesn’t  
need a hardware hypervisor.

3. VM are full-blown by nature this makes them 
to take at least few minutes to boot and be          
dev-ready. On the same aspect, the containers 
are fast, and it takes from milliseconds to 
seconds to start a container.

4. Container based distributed cloud services has 
become de facto for any modern microservices 
based application.

In general Virtualization and Containerization 
are complimentary and similar, nevertheless 
interchangeable. Virtualization solves the 
infrastructure problems like server processing and 
capacity planning, whereas the latter solves the 
application problems by improving DevOps, enabling 
microservices, increasing portability, and further 
improving resource utilization. Big enterprises tend 
to adopt the hybrid approach of containers for 
applications along with the traditional VMs. 
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On May 12, 2021, US President Joe Biden signed an 
Executive Order to Improve the Nation’s Cybersecurity 
and Protect Federal Government Networks. On July 
28, 2021, President Biden signed a National Security 
Memorandum (NSM) on Improving Cybersecurity 
for Critical Infrastructure Control Systems. The 
Executive Order was signed in the wake of several 
notable cybersecurity attacks in 2020 and 2021 
faced by public and private sector entities targeted 
by both nation-state actors and cyber criminals. 
The SolarWinds hack that compromised many 
federal agencies, the ransomware attack targeting 
the Colonial Pipeline, the Microsoft Exchange 
Server vulnerabilities that affected several thousand 
organizations across the globe are a few such 
examples. These incidents share commonalities, 
including insufficient cybersecurity defense 
mechanism that leave public and private sector 
entities more vulnerable to data breaches.

The Executive Order also galvanize public and private 
sector efforts to assist identify, deter, protect against, 
detect, and respond to persistent and increasingly 
sophisticated malicious cyber threat campaigns.  
The federal government must also carefully 
investigate what occurred during any major cyber 
incident, employ lessons learned and partner with 
private sector for protecting nation the from cyber 
threat actors.  The private sector must adapt to the 
continuously changing threat environment, ensure to 
build products to operate securely, and partner with 
the Federal Government to foster a safer cyberspace.

The Executive Order emphasizes the importance of 
protecting the “computer systems, whether or not they 
are on-premises, cloud-based, or hybrid” and extends 
the scope to incorporate systems that process data 
and run crucial machinery paramount to the nation’s 
safety.

President Biden’s Cybersecurity 
Executive Order from The White House

Alex Nepolian Lawrence

What does the Executive Order 
mean for organizations?
The Executive Order outlines the following decisive 
steps to modernize its approach to Cybersecurity.

Modernize Federal Government 
Cybersecurity
        Adopt Cybersecurity Industry Best Practices

        Secure cloud services (private, public, hybrid and 
        multiclouds)

        Advance towards Zero Trust architecture and   
        implementation

        Employ Multi-factor Authentication (MFA)

        Encrypt data-at-rest and data-in-transit

Enhance Software Supply Chain 
Security

        Protect integrity of critical software

        Employ encryption of data everywhere

This requires massive review of all cybersecurity 
practices and establish consistent guidelines 
which agencies will need to implement in the short, 
mid, and longer term based on the residual risk 
of each identified items. However, agencies are 
already obliged to take immediate actions aimed at 
modernizing Federal IT architecture and improving 
Cybersecurity posture. These include:
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        Within 60 days, agencies will be required to:

        •       Update plans to prioritize the adoption and 
                 use of cloud computing technology

        •       Develop a strategy for Zero Trust security 
                 architecture design and implementation

        Within 180 days, agencies will be required to 
        adopt encryption for data-at-rest and data-in-
        transit and multi-factor authentication (MFA) for   
        users.

The White House also published a factsheet which 
highlights the SEVEN key points that the Executive 
Order looked to address:

1. Remove Barriers to Threat Information Sharing 
Between Government and the Private Sector

2. Modernize and Implement Stronger Cybersecurity 
Standards in the Federal Government

3. Improve Software Supply Chain Security

4. Establish a Cybersecurity Safety Review Board

5. Create a Standard Playbook for Responding to 
Cyber Incidents

6. Improve Detection of Cybersecurity Incidents on 
Federal Government Networks

7. Improve Investigative and Remediation 
Capabilities

The White House also highlights Department of 
Homeland Security’s (DHS) recent Security Directive 
to enable critical pipeline owners and operators 
to implement several urgently needed protections, 
including:

• Implementing mitigation measures to protect 
Operational Technology (OT) assets and 
Information Technology (IT) systems against 
ransomware attacks and other known and 
unknown threats.

• Developing and implementing a cybersecurity 
contingency plan and recovery plan.

• Conducting periodic or atleast annual 
cybersecurity non-disruptive studies of 
architecture design review.

The pinnacle of this directive needs not just the 
federal government, but public and private sector 
entities to help securing our critical infrastructure.

About GAVS Cybersecurity 
Services

Prepare – Protect – Proactively Respond

GAVS delivers end-to-end Cyber Security Services, 
helping clients manage risk and build an effective 
cyber security program. GAVS caters to the full suite 
of organizational cyber security needs - assessment, 
operations, and/or strategy - and can help conquer 
your most critical cyber security issues.

GAVS is consistently recognized in reports from 
analyst firms like Everest, in IT Security & Healthcare 
IT Security PEAK MatrixTM.

What’s Next?

If you would like to learn more about Best Practices 
for Implementing the White House Executive Order 
and how GAVS allies and delivers end-to-end 
Cybersecurity services to its customers, please 
visit www.gavstech.com or get in touch with us at 
inquiry@gavstech.com

About the Author

Alex brings with him 15 years of experience in Cybersecurity and currently 
focused on solving cyber puzzles for Healthcare Industry. He also plays 
vCISO role for a key GAVS Healthcare client based out of New York City.

He is an experienced Technologist and Leader mentors Cybersecurity 
Operations, Security Incident Detection and Response, Security Automation, 
Cyber Threat Intelligence, Cloud Security, Vulnerability Management, Supply 
Chain Cyber Risk, Medical Device and Clinical Application Security.
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Darwin’s theory of evolution states that evolution 
occurs through natural selection. Organisms change 
to better adapt to its environment and survive. We 
are familiar with the phrase “Survival of the fittest”. 
Over centuries, we have seen that this theory does 
not limit to organisms but applies to technology and 
businesses as well. 

The last decade has witnessed rapid changes in 
data, analytics, connectivity, mobility, and digitized 
operations – what we now call as Industrial 
Revolution 4.0. The 4.0 transformations also 
propagated improvement in performance, efficiency, 
new business models, thus formulating quality 
improvement or Quality 4.0. 

What is Quality 4.0?

We all know Quality is an important aspect in all 
facets of a business. Quality Management System 
consists of Quality Control and Quality Assurance. 
Quality 4.0 is technology and data integrated into the 
quality management systems, without replacing the 
traditional methods taught by Juran and Deming.

Quality 4.0 aligns quality management with Industry 
4.0 to capacitate enterprise efficiencies, performance, 
innovation, and business models by bringing in the 
need to embrace data and technology and using them 
to drive innovation while improving overall quality.

Quality 4.0 goes beyond just data and technology. 
It is about the users of these technology and the 
integrated processes and value chains. It is also 
about the technology to maximize value by enabling 
transformations through culture, leaders, people, and 
collaboration.

Quality 4.0 -
The New Age of Quality

Rama Vani Periasamy

The Culture of Quality

In this era, quality cannot function just as a chronicler, 
simply recording events and performing audits. 
Quality Management will have to be integrated into 
core processes, so that all departments and teams 
are participating in and are responsible for overall 
quality. Many organizations now have initiatives to 
develop the culture of quality, since quality often 
owns process execution with insufficient participation 
and ownership from other functions. “The Culture 
of Quality” exhibits four key elements: participation, 
responsibility, credibility, and empowerment.

After eons of evolution, quality is still seen as 
a policing function rather than as a catalyst for 
improvement and excellence. Research states that 
less than half of cross functional teams surveyed 
see quality as a function that supports and enables 
towards strategic goals. Quality functions with 
insufficient participation and ownership from other 
functions/teams in an organization. This is where 
fostering the Culture of Quality plays a big role in an 
organizational strategy.

Adopting a culture of quality comes with a lot of 
resistance, which is inevitable. The future trends need 
these 3 principles for adoption:

1. Quality Starts at the Top – As the saying goes, 
a seasoned sailor is aware of every single crew 
member, nut, and bolt of his vessel. When the 
leaders of an organization are engaged in the 
initiatives of Quality, it sets the right tone and 
direction.  

2. Quality as a Preventive Culture - A change in 
mindset must be nurtured where Quality is seen 
not just as a compliance/audit requirement, 
but as a propeller by being more proactive and 
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predictive. Change from defect detection to 
defect prevention is key. Operational Excellence 
and Continuous Improvement (CI) must be 
fostered as a collective effort to keep pace with 
the current changes. 

3. Everyone Owns Quality - Quality cannot exist in 
vacuum as a standalone function. The culture 
of Quality, Operational excellence and CI means 
everyone in an organization has one goal. When 
there is a holistic view of Quality, exceeding 
customer requirements and delivering right the 
first time becomes easily attainable.  

While there are motivators like offering highly reliable 
product or service at reduced cost and improved 
efficiency, fewer human errors and faster delivery, 
there are few challenges that needs attention: 

1. Investments in skill acquisition or upgrade

2. Fear of job loss due to automation and reduced 
human involvement

3. Parochial goals and interest of line managers 
that are limited to everyday transactional 
activities  

Quality in the next few years

While Quality and Quality Management is making a 
tectonic shift towards digitization, a few years from 
now, we will see Quality as a function reshaped from 
a document centric, policing approach to a data/
information centric world. Internal audit function may 
evolve from manual reviews to semi-automatic or 
automatic review of controls. Audits and QA checks 
will no longer be reactive process controls, but inline 
process controls with review and exception reports. 
Methodology of reporting will shift from calling 
an observation as a Non-Compliance to ‘Business 
Disruptions’.

With Quality 4.0, corrective and preventive actions 
will become predictive and preventive actions as we 
begin to gather more historical data. Agile approach 
will be adopted in the monitoring cycle and it would 
shift from a periodic check to continuous proactive 
monitoring. Reporting reactive KPIs will evolve to real-
time reports and CAP triggers. Last but not the least, 
risk management will be fundamental in the design 
and control of a process and its application will no 
longer differ in magnitude across the organization but 
be better understood and applied equally throughout.  

Digitization, people, and value chains are important 
to any business, but it is key to the future trend of 
Quality. The new trend is to make Quality a way of life, 
rather than be perceived as policing and a burden. 
Our daily existence revolves around meeting quality 
in our products or services, throughout its lifecycle. 
Yet, how often do we think about quality beyond the 
rigors of meeting customer requirements and holding 
a regulatory compliance certificate? 

About the Author

Rama is part of the Quality Assurance team and is passionate about ITSM. 
She loves reading and travelling.

To break the monotony of life and to share her interest on books and travel, 
she blogs and curates at www.kindleandkompass.com
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Computer chips, or microchips, or semiconductors 
are the lifeblood of our modern society.  They are 
an essential component of everything from cars to 
electronics such as computers, smartphones, etc. 
However, industries have been hit with a shortage of 
microchips, that has a substantial impact on prices, 
employment, company profits, inflation, and even 
national security.

The demand for microchips is only going to increase 
with newer areas of application coming up. Alan 
Priestly, an analyst with Gartner, says, “The average 
person on the street is bound to be impacted by 
microchip shortage in one form or another. What it 
means is that they cannot get something, or the prices 
are slightly higher than usual.”

Reasons for the Shortage

Two significant factors are driving the shortage 
of microchip, 1. Demand dynamics and ongoing 
geopolitical tensions between U.S. and China. 2. The 
COVID-19 driven disruption to the supply.

The demand for day-to-day gadgets surged during the 
pandemic as billions of people were forced to study 
and work from home. Global computers shipments 
spiked up by 10.7% in the 4th quarter of 2020 and 
4.8% for the complete year with almost 275M units 
shipped in 2020. This is the highest boom in the past 
10 years in the field of computer manufacturing. 
During the same period, demand for auto chips 
declined as the orders for new cars took a dip in the 
first half of 2020

The COVID lockdown hit production lines across the 
world and operations came to a standstill. When 
production resumed, microchip factories shifted to 
supply for consumer products, which offer greater 

Global Microchip Shortage

margins. This shift led to the shortage of industrial 
chip production.

Naveen K T

Microchip manufacturers depend on US software 
and machines to produce microchips. After the US 
government imposed restrictions on technology 
exports to China in 2019, Chinese microchip 
companies started stockpiling chips and machine, 
contributing to the shortage. Chinese imports of 
microchips rose to 14.6% year-on-year in 2020 to 
$350B, while its R&D and technology investment grew 
from 1.2% of GDP to 1.5% of GDP.

Fluctuating forecasts

Automobile manufacturers had cut back drastically 
early in the pandemic. They hadn’t estimated that car 
sales would rebound, leading to a rush in re-upping 
the order late in 2020. The chip manufacturers, on 
the other hand, faced difficulties in fulfilling these 
orders as they had to supply to the computing and 
smartphone giants like Samsung, Huawei, and Apple 
Inc.
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Stockpiling

Computer manufacturers warned about the tight 
supplies in early 2020. And around mid-year, 
a Chinese smartphone manufacturer, Huawei 
Technologies Co. –  that dominates the global market 
of 5G networking gears started to build its inventory 
to ensure it could survive the U.S. sanctions which 
was set to cut it off as its primary supplier. Other 
companies followed suit and China’s imports for 
microchips climbed to $380B from $330B in the 
previous year.

Global Chip Shortage and COVID

The second wave of COVID had hit the microchip 
manufacturers in Taiwan, world’s leading microchip 
producer. At King Yuan Electronic & Co., one the 
largest chip testing and packaging companies, over 
200+ employees had tested positive, and another 
2000 workers had to be quarantined.

The world’s largest semiconductor manufacturer, 
Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company Ltd.’s 
(TSMC) capacity is booked till fall this year, forcing 
some automakers to halt production. The automobile 
sector has taken a hard hit which relies on microchips 
for all purposes from the computer management of 
engines to driver assistance systems. Automakers 
like Ford, Volkswagen, Land rover and Jaguar had to 
shut down their factories, reduce vehicle production 
and lay off their workers. Nissan is leaving the 
navigation systems out of their cars, while Ram 
Trucks has stopped equipping standard intelligent 
rearview mirror which can monitor the blind spots.

Nations are now forced to think about how they 
can increase the production of microchips. A huge 
amount of the world’s microchips is made in and 
around China, while the US is the second largest 
producer. The executive arm of EU, European 
Commission, has said that it wants to build chip 
manufacturing foundries in Europe as an effort to 
become more self-reliant on what it sees as, ‘critical 
technology’ at present.

Europe accounts for less than 10% of global chip 
production at present. Europe wants to boost this 
figure to 20% and is exploring to invest 20B – 30B 
euros (approx. $24-36B). U.S. technology giant, Intel 
has offered to help.

When does this Microchip 
Shortage ease?

Advancements in technology is not going to come to 
a standstill. As we continue to progress, so will the 
demand for microchips. But in the present situation, 
the manufacturing load capacity cannot respond to 
meet the expectations.

To overcome this, the foundries must increase the 
supply. But constructing microchips manufacturing 
foundry requires billions in capital investment and 
considerable time. Experts are of the opinion that 
things might be back to ‘normal’ by early 2023.
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‘The Great Resignation’, started by 4 million people 
quitting their jobs in the US in April 2021, is proof 
that people want very different things for their lives, 
and their employment conditions and terms are 
going to have to be flexible, to accommodate what 
they want. Retaining talent is in every organization’s 
priority list especially over the last couple of years, 
and companies are doing their best - listening, trying 
to understand what is important to their employees, 
offering them the flexibility, and working with 
employees to make it a win-win for all.

As reported by IBM, “Recent IBC research found that 
while 80% of executives said their companies were 
supporting the physical and emotional health of 
employees, only 46% employees agreed... while 76% 
of executives said their organizations were providing 
adequate training on new ways to work during the 
pandemic, only 38% of employees agreed.”  They go 
on to report: “This level of misunderstanding can 
feel deeply frustrating to employees who have made 
clear requests and demands for what they need in the 
workplace.”

It is becoming increasingly clear that employees have 
started looking at their jobs through sharper lenses 
– it has to cater to them in a holistic fashion. Career 
advancement opportunities, employer ethics, values, 
empathy towards their individual requirements, work 
from home, perks and compensation – all these are 
deciding factors. High turnover rates point towards 
significant room for improving employee experience.

I believe Leaders and Managers can contribute the 
most to employee retention which in turn produces 
stability and builds trust at the workplace, leading to 
employees choosing to remain with the company and 
growing there.

Gallup reports that 2020 saw unprecedented 
fluctuations at the workplace culture worldwide, 

Employee Retention

Bindu Vijayan

and that manager development and engagement 
ought to be a priority for Leaders. “In 2020, manager 
engagement, already low, declined from 34% to 33% 
in the first to second half of the year. The engagement 
of managers is critical because they set the tone 
for the engagement of the people who report to 
them – managers affect 70% of the variance in 
team engagement. They are responsible for keeping 
employees informed on what is going on in the 
organization, setting priorities, and providing ongoing 
feedback and accountability.”  In their estimate, they 
say the cost of replacing an employee ranges from 
1.5 to 2 times their annual remuneration, and C-suite 
positions turnover costs go as high as 213% of 
salaries.

While the talent acquisition teams go through the 
stress of having to replace exited employees in very 
little time, the new employees don’t necessarily come 
attuned to the collaboration styles or the dynamics 
within the company, and there is very little guarantee 
about their retention.  Heavy attrition also leads to low 
team morale, low productivity and possibly low trust 
and engagement.

The opportunities are numerous and with the job 
market picking up and switching jobs is seen as 
one way to increase compensation! Janco reports, 
“Recovery of the IT job market continues as all of the 
jobs in the IT Job Market lost in 2020 due to COVID 
and the related shutdowns have been recovered.” The 
current forecast is that “close to 108K new IT jobs will 
be added in the 2021 calendar year.”

With the job market so wide open, and with the 
flexibility of being able to work for any organization 
across the globe from wherever home is to one, 
retention leans a lot on a few things we can narrow 
down to.
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Culture

Employees always remember how they are treated by 
their Leaders. If there are elements within managerial 
styles that leads to distrust, the discomfort leads to 
the maximum number of exits.  With all the struggles, 
adjustments and insecurities that the pandemic has 
led us into, a people-centric workplace is the priority 
for employees where they feel it would be a safe place 
to grow their careers.

Work-life Balance

Though work from home initially came in as a 
refreshing change into our lives given that there were 
no commute hours to consider, more time with the 
family etc., the pandemic seems to have swept off our 
downtime completely.  With travels being cancelled 
out, there has been no real vacation, and add that to 
long work hours that some projects need to put in, 
employees are burnt out. Health is a big priority for 
all, a huge lesson from the pandemic, and lack of 
work-life balance is another evolving factor leading to 
attrition.

Flexibility

The unexpected flexibility that came in over the last 
year has had people realize that they now have a 
choice to work remotely, with absolutely no harm 
done to productivity.  There is an interesting article by 
Bloomberg which says employees are quitting instead 
of giving up work from home - “drive to get people 
back into offices is clashing with workers who’ve 
embraced remote work as the new normal.” Flexibility 
allows the work environment to be conducive to each 
employee - it could be high performers compelled 
to relocate seeking remote working, or new parents 
needing more days off, allowing part time work, job 
rotations, benefits, sabbaticals, special leaves, etc.

Learning Opportunities

According to American Management Association, 
“professional and personal development are important 
components of employee workplace satisfaction. This 
makes talent development an important ingredient 
in the well-being of a team and organization. In 
addition, there is a strong link between creativity and 
development opportunities in the workplace. Creativity 
thrives in a dynamic and growing environment and 

is a catalyst for development.” Providing training 
and learning opportunities increase engagement, 
morale and instill a sense of belonging and increased 
collaboration. Always find out what tools can help 
them bring their best to work.

Active Listening

Let employees know that they are being heard and 
encourage feedback through regular surveys and 
qualitative discussions which will give them the 
assurance that they matter and are valued. Listen to 
what employees are saying and act on their feedback. 
That’s the only way to improve trust which will 
improve retention in a big way.

Growth Opportunities

Career growth and visibility into their future are great 
motivations for employees to stick to an organization.  
Providing employees with interesting, challenging 
work and opportunities increases their affinity to 
the company. An open and healthy environment 
to express ideas and give feedback, opportunities, 
and encouragement to stretch across functions are 
organic ways to increase employee retention.

Spotlighting Performance

Rewards and recognition is a wonderful way to show 
employees’ effort. Employee recognition should be a 
daily norm. It’s been proven to increase productivity 
levels and create a heightened sense of belonging. 
When employees feel appreciated for their work and 
contributions, it inspires and strengthens loyalty. They 
take pride in their work and are able to relate to their 
contribution to the organization’s success.

Conclusion

Employee retention has become a very pressing 
problem in these times, Leaders are often looking for 
that one thing, the secret component to solve attrition 
and improve employee retention. The fact of it is, 
there is no single component, not even compensation, 
not those huge retention bonuses to counter offers 
from the biggies, it is a combination of all of the 
above that give employees reasons to stay. Taking 
the effort to understand why the attrition is happening 
and taking timely actions can play a key role in 
ensuring sustainable growth.
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“You don’t build a business—you build people—and 
then people build the business. You cannot have 
a successful business without a lot of successful 
people helping to grow it.” – Zig Ziglar
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